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COMPANY NEWS

Liberty is Brother authorized
Liberty Parts Team became an
authorized parts distributor and
repair center for Brother International Corporation in October.

overall satisfaction and reliability in the PCMag.com Readers’
Choice Awards. Additionally, for
the third year in a row, Brother
Printers and All-in-Ones were
The Brother prodawarded #1 honors in
uct line includes an
overall satisfaction and
award-winning range
reliability in the 2015
of laser printers and multi-function devices. The MFPs go under PCMag.com Business Choice
the name Multi-Function Center. Awards.
Their low cost and reputation
In 2015, for the seventh year in
a row, consumers voted Brother for reliability has made them a
printers and All-in-Ones #1 in popular solution for small office/
home office use.
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HL4570CDW

EDITORIAL

THEY'RE HUGE!
Rick Domini, formerly a sales
rep with Laser Pros International,
was astonished when he visited
Liberty Parts in November.
"They're huge!" I thought as
I looked around," Domini said.
"Much bigger company than I
RICK DOMINI
DANA PETERSON
realized - warehouse - inventory.
Better facilities. "
er even heard of at my previous
Well, Rick signed up and is company.
now an LPT rep." Everyone here
The truth is, we are big. We've
is very nice, helpful, professional. got $8 million in printer replaceI'm excited to be here."
ment parts, with bulk quantities
It's an unfortunate truth that of the parts you need the most.
customers don't know how large Add to that 65 employees, perwe really are. Dana Peterson, sonal reps, four tech support
formerly with pn was similarly im- providers, and a proven team of
printer parts remanufacturers,
pressed.
and you have the answer you
"When I arrived here I was
were looking for. The place for
shocked at how big it was," Dana
printer parts is Liberty Parts.
says. "Liberty stocks parts I'd nev-

SPECIALS ON
REFURBISHED PARTS
RM1-4549-R
POWER SUPPLY FOR
P4014/P4015/P4515
$99
RM1-0034-R
PICKUP DRIVE ASM FOR
4200, 4250, 4300, 4350
$39
5851-3833-R
40 GB HARD DISK DRIVE
FOR P3005, M4345
$89
RM1-6322-R
LASER/SCANNER FOR
M525/P3005
$79

PRICES VALID THRU FEB 15, 2016,
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
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PRINTER TECH ARTICLE

Pickup Roller
Replacement & the
Secondary Service
Menu In HP Printers

A PRESS THE SCREEN AT THE POINT 1 AND THEN 2
IMMEDIATELY. THESE ARE THE UNILLUMINATED 
AND Ò BUTTONS

B PICK ROLLER, NOT ROTATED FOR REMOVAL

The physical roller replacement procedure is quite similar for all of these
printers, and the details of that can be
found in the service manuals or in our
previous article (in the Fall 2010 Service
Edge). Most people seem to have more
trouble getting into the secondary service menu, so in this article we will concentrate on that.

C THE SECONDARY SERVICE MENU

The procedure varies somewhat for
different models, but it usually involves
simultaneously pressing the left arrow
key and one other key -- either “Cancel” (X) or “OK”. There are two basic
variations of the procedure: (1) You go
into the setup menu, then perform the
simultaneous key press, which kicks
you out of the menu; then you go back
in, and “Secondary Service” will now
be listed as one of the choices. (2) You
perform the simultaneous key press
from the normal home screen, and it
puts you directly into the secondary
service menu. Once in the secondary
service menu, you simply select “Pick
roller”. On some models, this will immediately rotate the roller; on others,

D PICK ROLLER, ROTATED FOR REMOVAL
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A few years back, we did an article
on pickup roller replacement for a small
group of HP printers, including the
CP2025 and its multi-function counterpart, the CM2320. The unique feature
of this group of printers was that you
had to get into the secondary service
menu to rotate the roller before you
could access it for removal and replacement. Since then, HP has produced a
number of other printer models with
this same feature.
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you will have to make a second selection (“Rotate roller” or something
similar). To get the correct variation for
your printer model, it is best to consult
the service manual.

SECONDARY SERVICE MENU
MODEL

PROCEDURE (PRINTER IS AT READY
STATE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED)

CM1312

Setup+ÒSetup2ndary
ServiceOK

CM1410 series

Setup+Ò(not yet illuminated)
Setup2ndary Service

CM2320

Setup+ÒSetup2ndary
ServiceOK

CP1020

1. With a single sheet of paper in the
input tray, press and hold the power button until the Ready light turns off (about 7
seconds)
2. Press and release the power button
and then when all lights are lit (about 2
seconds), press and hold the Cyan Cartridge button until initialization begins.
3. When the printer finishes initializing,
turn it off and unplug it before replacing
the roller.

(3) On touch-screen models, you
will press locations on the screen rather than physical keys. In some cases,
the virtual keys that you need to press
are not visible on the screen at the time
you need to press them! The procedure still works if you touch the locations on the screen where those keys
would be if they were visible. Typically,
the “left arrow” is about halfway up the
left side of the screen and the “cancel”
is in the lower right corner. If in doubt,
you can always go back to the home
screen to find the location of these virtual keys.

CP1210

Power on the printer while holding
Resume. Release after 30 seconds. The
control panel LED with cycle on and off,
indicating the roller is in position. Power
off and replace the roller.

CP1515/CP1518/
CP2025

+ÒPick RollerOKOKpower off
and replace roller
or
OK+OK

CP1520 series

+ÒPick RollerOKOKpower off
and unplug the printer and replace roller

M251

LCD: +ÒPick
RollerOKOKpower off and unplug
the printer and replace roller
Touchscreen: Setup+Ò(not yet illuminated) Setup2ndary Service

HP introduces new printer models
so often that it’s hard to keep track
of all the models that use this procedure, but in general, they are small
color printers with the four toner cartridges loaded into a pull-out tray, and
the pickup roller located in the rear of
the printer. A partial list of models and
their procedures is attached.

M276

Setup+Ò(not yet illuminated)
Setup2ndary Service

M351/M451

OK+OK

M375/M475

Setup+Ò(not yet illuminated)
Setup2ndary Service

M476

Setup+ÒSetup2ndary Service

There are several things that can
confuse people when performing this
procedure:
(1) There are two keys that can be
thought of as “left arrow”: one that
points straight left (this is usually found
to the immediate left of the “OK” key),
and one that looks like an arrow making a u-turn. This second one is the
“back arrow” key, and it will not work
in the above procedure. You want the
one that points straight left.
(2) It is tricky to press the two keys
exactly simultaneously, and we have
gotten more consistent results by first
pressing and holding the “left arrow”
key, and then continuing to hold it
while pressing the other one.
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PRINTER TECH ARTICLE

Installation of HP Encrypted Hard Drives
For those who need to store confidential data on their printer hard
drives, HP offers encrypted hard
disks -— digital storage devices
which encipher their content and
which become digitally locked to
their printer. The locking and unlocking of these drives has generated a lot of tech support calls since
HP introduced them in 2008. This
article first explains what encrypted
drives are. Then it describes how to
install and uninstall them.

cipherable by an encryption key
which is created at installation and
destroyed at deinstallation. Uninstalling, by destroying this key, effectively erases the data. For added
security, existing non-encrypted
hard drives lose their functionality
when an encrypted hard drive is
installed; this is restored when the
encrypted drive is uninstalled. Multiple encrypted drives is an option
on many models.

can be set up to delete automatically after an hour, day or a week.
Everyday printing and copying
does not involve the HD unless set
up to do so. Scanning jobs are temporarily stored there and immediately deleted. Faxes are temporarily
stored until released with a Fax PIN.
Scenarios

If you replaced a formatter that
was locked to an encrypted drive,
the drive's data is lost because the
Documents and the HD
encryption key was on the old forSecurity
The Stored Jobs feature enables matter. Follow normal installation
Data in an encrypted drive is the user to store print and copy jobs procedures.
stored in a unique code that is de- on the encrypted hard drive. These
MODELS

COMPATIBLE ENCRYPTED DRIVES

CM3530, CM4730, CM6030,
CM6040, CP3525, M3027, M3035,
M4345, M5025, M5035, M9040,
M9050, Digital Sender DS9250

HP High-Performance Secure EIO HD (J8019A)

CM3530, M4345, M5025, M5035,
M9040, M9050, DSender DS9250

HP High-Performance Secure HD (J8018A)

M525
M575

Locking and unlocking these drives is done by computer.

HDD 250GB SED (CF116-67907)
HDD 320 GB FIPS140 — (Government option)
250GB HD replacement kit (CD644-67912)
320GB HD replacement kit (CD644-67913) US Gov only

M603

HDD Encrypted Kit 250GB (CE502-67915)

M630hm

HDD Encrypted Kit (B3G85-67903)

M775
M806, M830
M855, M880

HD Replacement Kit, 320GB (CC522-67903)
HD Replacement Kit, 320GB (CF367-67913)
FIPS 140 HDD for U.S. Gov (CZ244-67906)
HD Replacement Kit, 320 GB (ADW75-67905)
FIPS HDD 500GB Kit for US Gov (A2W79-67901)

320 GB HP High-Performance Secure HD (gov option)
(CF235-67920)
Encrypted HDD kit 320GB (D3L08-67903)

M750

M4555
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After powering on the printer, touch the HP logo that appears on the product control panel when a "1/8" with an
underscore displays below it.

HD Replacement Kit, 320GB (CC522-67932) (gov option)

320 GB HP High Performance Secure HD(CF235-67901)
M712

PREBOOT MENU ACCESS

After powering on the printer, wait for both the Ready and
Attention LEDs to illuminate and then dim out. The HP logo
will appear on the control panel display. When the LEDs
illuminate again (for about 1 second), press the Stop button
on the control panel.

U.S. Government FIPS 140 HDD (D3L08-67904)

After powering on the printer, press the Stop button when
the Ready, Data, and Attention LEDs are illuminated solid.

HDD Encrypted Kit 250GB (CE502-67915)

After powering on the printer, press and hold the Stop button when the LED lights are illuminated solid. 3. Use the 3
button and the 9 button to highlight one of the menu items
listed below, and then press the 6 to open the selected item.
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If your encrypted drive needs replacement, you should unlock it
from the preboot menu and then proceed to the normal installation.
Installing the HDD
For two of the drives, the J8018A and J8019A, HP offers the HP High
Performance Secure Hard Disk Setup Guide which is available on our
website.
For other drives, install the new drive according to the methods laid
out in the appropriate service manual. Manuals are available at lbrty.
com. If there are both repair and troubleshooting manuals, look in the
repair manual for HDD replacement, but use the troubleshooting manual for preboot menu information.
Installing new firmware: J8018A and J8019A
These drives were introduced in 2008. Installation of firmware is
done from a computer.
1. Enter the IP address of the printer or its host name into the URL
field of your web browser.
2. Select Settings, then Security from the HP embedded web server page.
3. Select Configure from the Hard Drive and Mass Storage Security Settings section.
4. Confirm the drive status is Enabled. If not Enabled, select Reinitialize Hard Drive.
5. After the printer restarts, go to the Hard Drive and Mass Storage Security Settings page, choose your password and click Enable
Encryption.
Installing new firmware: other encrypted drives
Typically you are required to download the firmware from the HP
support web site, put it on a USB thumbdrive and put the thumbdrive
into the USB port on the printer. Then...
1. The display reads Error 99.09.63 Incorrect Disk. Touch OK.
2. At the Preboot Menu scroll to 3 Administrator. Touch OK.
3. Scroll to 6 Manage Disk. Touch OK.
4. Scroll to 4 Clear Disk PWD. Touch OK.
5. Proceed with Requested Action displays. Touch OK.
6. Touch the back button to return to the Preboot home screen.
7. Scroll to 3 Administrator. Touch OK.
8. Scroll to 1 Download. Touch OK.
9. Scroll to 3 USB Thumbdrive. Touch OK.

CLEARING MEMORY
1. SECURE STORAGE ERASE overwrites the entire hard disk
using HP Secure Data Erase
technology with either a 1 pass
or 3 pass overwrite.
2. SECURE HARD DISK
ERASE/UNLOCK - performs a
cryptographic erase — all data
is rendered permanently unreadable by resetting the internal encryption keys.
3. SECURE FILE ERASE When this data is deleted, the
hard disk areas containing the
information are filled with random data using either a 1 pass
or 3 pass overwrite, ensuring
that the information cannot
be recovered using diagnostic
tools. This capability is provided as a standard feature on HP
LaserJet MFPs and printers.

10. Scroll to the firmware upgrade file that you downloaded. Touch
OK.
LPT
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PRINTER TECH ARTICLE

CLJ CP3505 series
Loss of Color Printing
An increasingly common problem in
the CP3505/3800/3600/3000 series
is loss of color printing. The scanners,
transfer belts and other color-specific
parts aren't the problem here. Rather,
the issue is related to the firmware, the
printer’s two main circuit boards, or
communication between these boards.
We recommend performing the following resets and procedures, one of
which should bring your color back.
Full Calibration
The printer automatically calibrates
itself during power-up and at certain
other times, but there is a more powerful calibration available in the printer
menus.
CONFIGURE DEVICEPRINT QUALITY
FULL CALIBRATE NOW

Full calibration is useful for various
imaging problems. It also should be
performed any time you replace a toner
cartridge, transfer belt, laser scanner, or
any other imaging element.
DC Controller Reset

This undocumented method is also
effective at correcting color plane registration and various imaging problems.
There are two varieties to try.
1. Turn the printer off, and open the

front door. Press and hold the
engine test button (Fig 1) for 5-10
seconds while powering on. Then
release the button, close the door,
and wait for the printer to finish
initializing. Run a full calibration
(see above) before trying to print
anything.
2. Same as #1, but start with the

printer already powered on and in
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the “Ready” state.
NOTE: The DC Controller reset
works on most HP color printers that
have an engine test button.

Cold Reset/NVRAM Reset
These two resets are similar. The
NVRAM reset is slightly more powerful. Both will set all menus to factory
defaults and clear the IP address (on
network printers), so it’s a good idea
to print a configuration page and menu
map before performing the reset, so
that these values can be restored.
1. Cold Reset: Turn the printer on and
watch the display. When the initialization sequence begins, press and
hold the green “check mark” key until
all LEDs are on solid, then release
it. The display should show “Select
Language”. Now use the up or down
arrow to scroll to “Cold Reset” and
select it.
2. NVRAM Reset: Turn the printer
on and watch the display. When the
initialization sequence begins, press
and hold the “down arrow” key until
all LEDs are on solid, then release it.
Now press and release “up arrow”,
then “Menu”. You are now in a special
menu. Use either arrow key to scroll to
“NVRAM Reset” and select it.

Firmware Upgrade
On most HP printers (including these
models), you can download the latest
firmware from HP’s website and flash it
to the printer. Finding the firmware files
on the website can be tricky. Here is
one sequence that should work:
1. Go to http://www8.hp.com/
us/en/drivers.html and choose your
printer model.
2. Select “OS Independent” in
the menu for selecting the operating
system. This is where people generally
go wrong. If you select a specific oper-

FIGURE 1
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ating system, you will usually only find
drivers. The OS Independent option
won't be visible until you scroll down.
You should then get a choice of three
firmware files: Windows, Mac and Unix.
In some cases, you may find separate
firmware files for the formatter and/or
dc controller.
3. Download the desired file to
your computer and decompress it if
necessary. Follow the instructions in the
README file to get the firmware file to
your printer.
On the 3000 and 3800, you can also
physically replace the compact flash
module with the firmware on it (this
plugs into the formatter). On the 3600
and CP3505, firmware is built into the
formatter and there is no compact flash.

Removing the formatter
Most of the above procedures can
only be done with the formatter board
installed. However, as in many HP printers, the engine test button works with
or without a formatter installed. So one
further variation of the dc controller reset/engine reset is to do it without a
formatter in the printer (NOTE: always
turn the power off before removing or
installing the formatter). Also worth a try
is to run an engine test with the formatter removed. One of our customers did
this, found that all of the colors printed
correctly on the engine test, and then
re-installed the formatter – and all prints
were now normal again!
As mentioned earlier, one of these
procedures usually takes care of this
problem. If none of them help, then
you either have one of the rare cases
mentioned at the beginning of the article, or you may need to replace the
formatter and/or dc controller.
LPT
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PAPER JAMS The FiNaL CoNfLiCt
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